10th May 2020
(The old and new story of a car which unknowns as it happens Joint on the same way (=bus)")
When I was a child, passengers riding a shared car (= bus) because the bus street was an
unpaved gravel road and it was uneven Mr. was riding while swinging his body to the right
and left according to the bumps. Buses sometimes overheated in hot weather, and during
the hours of operation, the bus was stopped and the driver or conductor (male) opened the
hood cover and started saying, "No, no, no." In addition, since there is no air conditioner, the
car window was fully open, and the dust on the gravel road had entered so much. On the
other hand, there is no bonnet for Reiwa's bus, and there is no need to open the window with
full air conditioning. (On the contrary, in the case of Corona, instead of `` Please make
yourself a window, please open the window '' as in the old days) By the way, the bus route you
must take when you do not have time is mountainous valleys, left and right It was a change
in the meandering curve, but when I somehow turned my eyes from the outside of the car
window to the landscape of the company, despite all this vertical and horizontal movements,
almost all of them did not bend forward nor curl backwards. No, I also noticed that I was
sitting "behaviorally" as if I weren't "slightly" with almost no side-to-side shaking.
"How is going?"
So, what made me feel
"Somehow everyone is getting nervous."
was.
To put it in a simple way
And
"Well, I'm tired", but when I traced my memories of the scenery inside the bus, I realized
that it felt like I was riding it anytime.
At the same time, he said, `` Everyone behaves like the one in the picture, but even if the
old grandmother who leaned on his stick got on, he rarely saw him giving up his seat,

I

haven't even seen people call out to me, or rather, when such a person came, I often saw them
suddenly looking out of the window as if they escape from the fact in front of them.
, The video data store in my head developed some shots in front of me.
So, "Behavior is good, but no courtesy no heart, is the worst. Behavior is outlook, courtesy is
heart-contents. If it so, from which time we fall into such gentlemen and ladies whose inside
vacant like a green pepper?
I will close today's article with the style of being less closing.

